ONE PAGE INVENTION SUMMARY

Your Audience: Judges. You'll hand them each one copy when they come to your table.

The Purpose: To allow them to look back on your presentation after the fact, and recall specifics as they assign you a score.

The Content: The best guide for this is to look at the judging criteria.

The Advice: Be creative in how you communicate. Don’t be verbose. Use images/diagrams.

INNOVATION | 44
Discuss/Show prototype evolution. How is your invention NEW and UNIQUE? Share about brainstorming, initial creation, and refinement.

ENGINEERING | 36
Show engineering analysis, simulations, and modeling conclusions. How did they help you? Share testing results and validation.

MARKET FEASIBILITY | 20
What is the pain you are solving, and how did you interact with customers to confirm it? What other products are out there and how is yours uniquely different? Do you know how to manufacture it?